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Section 11. This RAI response is submitted in support of the AP1000 Design Certification Amendment
Application (Docket No. 52-006). The information included in this response is generic and is expected to
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Certification Amendment Application.

Enclosure 1 provides the response for the following RAI(s):

RAI-SRP 11.5-CHPB-01
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should be directed to Westinghouse. Please send copies of such questions or requests to the prospective
applicants for combined licenses referencing the AP 1000 Design Certification. A representative for each
applicant is included on the cc: list of this letter.
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AP1000 TECHNICAL REPORT REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information (RAI)

RAI Response Number: RAI-SRP1 1.5-CHPB-01
Revision: 0

Question:

Section 11.5 states that the radiation monitoring system is designed in accordance with ANSI
N13.1-1969. This standard has been updated in 1999 because the approach taken in the 1969
does not provide assurance that the sample in the effluent vent will be representative. The
1999 revision to ANSI N13.1 differs significantly from the earlier version in that it is now
performance based. SRP 11.5 (2007) uses the 1999 standard as acceptance criteria. Please
provide an evaluation that proves that the location of duct monitors and/or sampling points for
airborne radioactivity are designed according to ANSI/HPS N13.1-1999 and provide a
commitment in the DCD that the 1999 standard will be followed.

The 1969 standard does not provide assurance that the sample from the effluent vent is
representative of the particulate matter and reactive vapors passing through the vent. Given
that many important decisions pertaining to public and occupational exposure to radioactivity
are made from the measurements, we need to use the new standard to ensure that the
measurements are accurate.

10 CFR 52.63 allows for this change to the DCD. This information is necessary to provide
adequate protection of the public health and safety.

Westinghouse Response:

The AP1000 is currently certified to ANSI N13.1-1969. There are limitations to the rule-based
approach used in the 1969 version of the standard. However, we have concerns associated
with overall application of the 1999 version of this standard and its preference for a specific
single nozzle design. This newer version has never been used in the construction of a
commercial nuclear power plant, and was developed without substantial input from the
commercial sector. We believe that committing to the 1999 version would introduce an
excessive degree of uncertainty into the AP1 000 detailed design and construction process. Our
objective in this response is to propose an alternative approach to address the limitations of
ANSI N13.1-1969.

We recognize the importance of obtaining representative samples from the plant vent, which is
the principal normal airborne release point for the AP1000. High level design guidance is
provided in ANSI N13.1-1969 requiring re-examination of specific design recommendations as
new information becomes available. Improvements have been made in the best practice for
designing plant vent sampling systems that rely upon engineering principles to maximize
representative sample extraction opportunities. We intend to design and implement the plant
vent monitor in a fashion which draws upon these best practices.

RAI-SRP11W.5-cHPB-1
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AP1000 TECHNICAL REPORT REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Gnformation (RAI)

We propose to maintain the certified APi000 licensing basis which references
ANSI N13.1-1969, while committing to and incorporating improved design practices and
features to provide representative sampling of the plant effluent. These improved design
practices and features incorporate performance based criteria, and augment what is
recommended by ANSI N13.1-1969. Performance testing of the plant vent sampling system
and of the sample location is included, during plant startup.

The following design criteria for particulate and iodine collection will be applied to the design of
the plant vent and vent sampling system to provide sampling efficiency:

" The sample extraction point will be located at a sufficient distance downstream of any
perturbations or flow entry points to provide fully developed flow in the turbulent regime.
Locating the sample extraction point seven to ten diameters from any perturbation or
flow entry point enhances uniformity of conditions.

" The sample extraction point will be located between the discharge plane of a fan and the
stack exit plane, and will not be located close the to the stack exit plane where wind
effects may influence the velocity profile.

" The sample nozzles will be designed to provide high efficiency transmission ratios (80 to
130%) and an aspiration ratio of 0.80 to 1.50 over the expected normal and off-normal
flow range for 10 micron Aerodynamic Diameter (AD) particles or the largest particle size
of interest. The design goal is to maintain sub-isokinetic flow which will cause
enrichment of the larger particles in the sample and provide a more representative
sample at the monitoring point. Analyses will be performed to determine if a single
nozzle is preferred over the expected range of operational conditions. A multi-point
sampling design may be required to address off normal flow, configuration, or release
conditions.

" A continuous effluent flow rate measurement will be used.

" The effluent and sample flow rate will be measured with an accuracy of +/-10%.

" The sample line layout will be modeled in advance and will consider features to
maximize particle transport efficiency.

o Non-reactive materials will be used in the construction of sample lines to
minimize losses of reactive components such as halogens.

o Sample line deposition analyses will be performed. The design goal is to collect
_t50% of the largest sized particle of consequence.

o The distances between the sampling nozzles and the sample collection stations
will be minimized to the extent possible consistent with the overall requirements
of the plant layout.

o Long horizontal runs will be avoided.

RAI-SRP1 1.5-CHPB-01
Page 2 of 5
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AP1000 TECHNICAL REPORT REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional lnformation (RAI)

o The use of elbows will be prohibited and where bends are needed, long radius
bends (at least 3.0 times the diameter) will be implemented.

o Heat tracing will be used, if needed, to avoid condensation of water or iodine
within the sampling system.

Confirmation testing to qualify the sample extraction location on the plant vent Will be
performed during plant startup. Velocity, aerosol, and trace gas mapping at the sample
extraction point will be performed in accordance with the methodology in 40 CFR 60,
Appendix A, Method 1 for normal and off-normal flows will be performed.

The testing will demonstrate that:

o the level of the residual cyclonic flow will not materially impact the mixing of
aerosols in the effluents nor degrade the performance of the sample nozzle(s),

o The maximum tracer gas concentration at any point in the stack will not exceed
the mean value by a factor that would invalidate the representativeness of the
sample.

o The stack gas velocity and the concentration of aerosol particles and tracer gas
calculated Coefficients of Variations (COV) are appropriate for the sample
extraction point.

This set of confirmation tests will be performed for the first plant. For subsequent units,
either these tests may be performed, or documentation may be used to justify that the
plant vent geometry and the effluent flow conditions are the same or similar, and that
these test results remain applicable

Design Control Document (DCD) Revision:

11.5.2.3.3 Liquid and Gaseous Effluent Monitors

Plant Vent Radiation Monitor

[7paragraphs unchanged]

The normal range particulate, iodine, and radiogas detectors are deactivated automatically
when the gas channel concentration exceeds the normal range. The sample flow bypasses the
normal range detectors and a small portion is extracted for the accident range particulate and
iodine sample filters and radiogas detectors. This prevents normal range detector damage and
allows these detectors to be used to measure the concentrations after they decrease again to
within the normal range detector ranges.

The following design criteria for particulate and iodine collection are applied to the design of
the plant vent and vent sampling system:

RAI-SRP1 1.5-CHPB-01
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AP1000 TECHNICAL REPORT REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information (RAI)

" The sample extraction point is located at a sufficient distance downstream of
perturbations or flow entry points to provide fully developed flow in the turbulent regime.

" The sample extraction point is located between the discharge plane of a fan and the stack
exit plane, and is not located close the to the stack exit plane where wind effects
significantly influence the velocity profile at the sampling location.

M The sample nozzles provide high efficiency transmission ratios (80 to 130%) and an
aspiration ratio of 0.80 to 1.50 over the expected normal and off-normal flow range for
10 micron Aerodynamic Diameter (AD) particles.

" The sample line layout includes features to provide particle transport efficiency,

including:

o Non-reactive materials are used in the construction of sample lines.

o Sample line deposition analyses are performed.

o The distance between the sampling nozzles and the sample collection stations is
minimized, within the requirements of the overall layout requirements.

o Long horizontal runs are avoided.

o Long radius bends are used.

o Heat tracing is included if needed to avoid condensation of water or iodine.

11.5.7 Preoperational Testin2

Confirmation testing on the plant vent will be performed during plant startup to qualify the
sample extraction location.

Velocity profile mapping at the sample extraction point will confirm the velocity profile.
including cyclonic flow, does not substantially affect flow mixing or sample nozzle
performance, and is acceptable for obtaining a representative sample.

Performance testing with tracer gas and particulates will be performed over normal and
selected off-normal flow conditions. Tracer gas and particulates testing. will confirm an
acceptably representative sample is obtained.

This set of confirmation tests will be performed for the first plant. For subsequent units,.
either these tests may be performed, or documentation may be used to justify that the plant
vent geometry and the effluent flow conditions are the same or similar, and that these test
results remain applicable.

RAI-SRP1 1 .5-CHPB-o1
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AP1000 TECHNICAL REPORT REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information (RAI)

11.5.•78 Combined License Information

[Remainder unchanged]

14.2.9.2.18 Radiation Monitoring System Testing

[Existing text unchanged]

The preoperational testing discussed in section 11.5.7 is performed following successful
completion of the testing described above.

PRA Revision:
None

Technical Report (TR) Revision:
None

O Westinghouse
RAI-SRP,11.5-CHPB-01
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3. Design of Structures, Components,
Equipment and Systems AP1000 Design Control Document

3.8.5.5.3 Sliding

The factor of safety against sliding of the nuclear island during a tornado or a design wind is

shown in Table 3.8.5-2 and is calculated as follows:

F. S.-= Fs+Fp

FH

where:

F.S. = factor of safety against sliding from tornado or design wind

Fs = shearing or sliding resistance at bottom of basemat
Fp = maximum soil passive pressure resistance, neglecting surcharge effect

FH maximum lateral force due to active soil pressure, including surcharge, and tornado or

design wind load

The factor of safety against sliding of the nuclear island during a safe shutdown earthquake is

shown in Table 3.8.5-2 and is calculated as follows:

F.S.= Fs+Fp
FD + FH

where:

F.S. = factor of safety against sliding from a safe shutdown earthquake

Fs = shearing or sliding resistance at bottom of basemat
Fp = maximum soil passive pressure resistance, neglecting surcharge effect

FD = maximum dynamic lateral force, including dynamic active earth pressures

FH = maximum lateral force due to all loads except seismic loads

The sliding resistance is based on the friction force developed between the basemat and the

foundation. The governing friction value in the interface zone is a thin soil layer below the

mudmat with n gle cf interna al fri". tio a e 3 5 giving a coefficient of friction of 0.#45 5 and

internal friction angle 35' for the soil. The effect of buoyancy dueto the water table is included in

calculating the sliding resistance.

3.8.5.5.4 Overturning

The factor of safety against overturning of the nuclear island during a tornado or a design wind is

shown in Table 3.8.5-2 and is calculated as follows:

F.S.= MR
Mo

Tier 2 Material 
3.8-62 
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3. Design of Structures, Components,
Equipment and Systems AP1000 Design Control Document

where:

F.S. = factor of safety against overturning from tornado or design wind
MR= resisting moment
Mo = overturning moment of tornado or design wind

The factor of safety against overturning of the nuclear island during a safe shutdown earthquake is
shown in Table 3.8.5-2 and is evaluated using the static moment balance approach assuming
overturning about the edge of the nuclear island at the bottom of the basemat. The factor of safety
is defined as follows:

F.S. = (MR + MP)/(Mo + MAO)

where:

F.S. = factor of safety against overturning from a safe shutdown earthquake
MR = nuclear island's resisting moment against overturning
Mo = maximum safe shutdown earthquake induced overturning moment acting on the nuclear

island, applied as a static moment
Mp- •= Resistance moment associated with passive pressure
MAO = Moment due to lateral forces caused by active and overburden pressures

The resisting moment is equal to the nuclear island dead weight, minus buoyant force from ground
water table, multiplied by the distance from the edge of the nuclear island to its center of gravity.
The overturning moment is the maximum moment about the same edge from the time history
analyses of the nuclear island 41201u pe4 .niootiek model described in subsection 3.7.2_d_
Appendix 3G.2.

3.8.5.5.5 Effect of Nuclear Island Basemat Uplift on Seismic Response

The effects of basemat uplift were evaluated using an east-west lumped-mass stick model of the
nuclear island structures supported on a rigid basemat with nonlinear springs. Floor response
spectra from safe shutdown earthquake time history analyses, which included basemat uplift, were
compared to those from analyses that did not include uplift. The comparisons showed that the
effect of basemat uplift on the floor response spectra is not significant.

3.8.5.6 Materials, Quality Control, and Special Construction Techniques

The materials and quality control program used in the construction of the nuclear island structures
foundation are described in subsection 3.8.4.6.

There are no special construction -techniques used in the construction of the nuclear island
structures foundation. Subsection 2.5.4.5.3 describes information related to the excavation,
backfill, and mudmat.

Tier 2 Material 3.8-63 Revision X



3. Design of Structures, Components,
Equipment and Systems AP1000 Design Control Document

Table 3.8.5-2

FACTORS OF SAFETY FORFLOTATION, OVERTURNING
AND SLIDING OF NUCLEAR ISLAND STRUCTURES

Environmental Effect Factor of Safety

Flotation

High Ground Water Table 3.7

Design Basis Flood 3.5

Sliding

Design Wind, North-South 23.2

Design Wind, East-West 17.4

Design Basis Tornado, North-South 12.8

Design Basis Tornado, East-West 10.6

Safe Shutdown Earthquake, North-South I_.1-4-1S2)

Safe Shutdown Earthquake, East-West 1.143•-2)

Overturning

Design Wind, North-South 51.5

Design Wind, East-West 27.9

Design Basis Tornado, North-South 17.7

Design Basis Tornado, East-West 9.6

Safe Shutdown Earthquake, North-South 1.77()4-.-.

Safe Shutdown Earthquake, East-West 1. 1744-1 3)

1. Factor of safety is calculated for the envelope of the soil and rock sites described in subsection 3.7.1.4.
2. Factor of safety is shown for soils below and adjacent to nuclear island having angle of internal friction of

35 degrees. Also, the coefficient of friction for soils below the nuclear island is equal to 0.55. The maximum
deflection of the nuiclear island needed to develon the renllired nassive nressiires is less than 0• 1 • inch for hard .rock

3.

and less than or equal to 0.5 inch for upper bound soft to medium (UBSM) and soft to medium (SM) soil conditions.
The other soil conditions have smaller deflection requirements than the UBSM and SM cases.
No passive pressure is considered.ASCE'SEI 43 05, R"eafer• Te 12, recegnizes that thcrc is eensidefable margin
beyond that given by the m.....ent b.alan.e.. fcq.. ... a and pe-z-.ts a- nenlinear reeking analysis. The nnlinear. (lifto

allwed tie istor-y anaysis descr-ibed in Appendix 3G.10 showed that the nuclear island basemat uplift effect is
inigifieant. Ftm~her-, these analyses wer-e per-formed for free field seismic ZPA input as high as 0.5g without

signifleant uplift. Ther-efer-e the factor- of safiaty agains v~nn is gfeatcr- than 1.67 (0.5g/0.3g)_.

Tier 2 Material 
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Battery Parameters
B 3.9.1

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.1 Boron Concentration

BASES

BACKGROUND The limit on the boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS), the refueling cavity, and the transfer tube during refueling ensures
that the reactor remains subcritical during MODE 6. Refueling boron
concentration is the soluble boron concentration in the coolant in each of
these volumes having direct access to the reactor core during refueling.

The soluble boron concentration offsets the core reactivity and is
measured by chemical analysis of a representative sample of the coolant
in each of the volumes. The refueling boron concentration limit is
specified in the COLR. Plant procedures ensure the specified boron
concentration in order to maintain-an overall core reactivity of keff < 0.95
during fuel handling with control rods and fuel assemblies assumed to be
in the most adverse configuration (least negative reactivity) allowed by
procedures.

JGDC 26 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A requires that two independent
reactivity control systems of different design principles be provided
(Ref. 3). One of these systems, the Passive Core Cooling System (PXS),
is Capable of holding the core subcritical under safe shutdown conditions
as described in DCD Section 7.4.

The reactor is brought to shutdown conditions before beginning
operations to open the reactor vessel for refueling. After the RCS is
cooled down and depressurized, the vessel head is unbolted and slowly
removed. The refueling cavity and the fuel transfer canal are then
flooded with borated water from the In-containment Refueling Water
Storage Tank (IRWST) by the use of the Spent Fuel Pool Cooling
System (SFS).

During refueling, the water volumes in the RCS, the fuel transfer canal
and the refueling cavity are contiguous. However, the soluble boron
concentration is not necessarily the same in each volume. If additions of
boron are required during refueling, the Chemical and Volume Control
System (CVS) provides the borated makeup.

AP1000 B 3.9.1 - 1 Amendment 0
Revision X



Battery Parameters'
B 3.9.1

BASES

BACKGROUND (continued)

The pumping action of the Normal Residual Heat Removal System (RNS)
in the RCS, the SFS pumps in the spent fuel pool and refueling cavity,'
and the natural circulation due to thermal driving heads in the reactor
vessel and refueling cavity mix the added concentrated boric acid with the
water in the fueltransfer canal. The RNS is in operation during refueling
to provide forced circulation in the RCS, while the SFS is in operation to
cool and purify the spent fuel pool and refueling cavity. Their operation
assists in maintaining the boron concentration in the RCS, the refueling
cavity, and fuel transfer canal above the COLR limit.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The boron concentration limit, specified in the COLR, is based on the
core reactivity at the beginning of each fuel cycle (the end of refueling)
and includes an uncertainty allowance.

The required boron concentration and the plant refueling procedures that
verify the correct fuel loading plan (including full core mapping) ensure
that the keff of the core will remain < 0.95 during the refueling operation.
Hence, at least a 5% Ak/k margin of safety is established during refueling.

The RCS boron concentration satisfies Criterion 2 of 10 CFR
50.36(c)(2)(ii).

LCO The LCO requires that a minimum boron concentration be maintained in
the RCS, the refueling cavity and the transfer tube while in MODE 6. The
boron concentration limit specified in the COLR ensures that a core
keff < 0.95 is maintained during fuel handling operations. Violation of the
LCO could lead to an inadvertent criticality during MODE 6.

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable in MODE 6 to ensure that the fuel in the reactor
vessel will remain subcritical. The required boron concentration ensures
a keff of < 0.95. Above MODE 6, LCO 3.1.1, "SHUTDOWN MARGIN
(SDM)" ensures that an adequate amount of negative reactivity is
available to shut down the reactor and maintain it subcritical.

API 000 B 3.9.1 -2 Amendment 0
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Battery Parameters
B 3.9.1

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

Continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity additions
(including actions to reduce boron concentration) is contingent upon
maintaining the plant in compliance with the LCO. If the boron
concentration of any coolant volume in the RCS, the refueling cavity, or
the fuel transfer canal is less than its limit, all operations involving CORE
ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity additions must be suspended
immediately.

Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity additions
shall not preclude completion of actions to establish a safe condition,
including moving a component to a safe position.

A.3

In addition to immediately suspending CORE ALTERATIONS or positive
reactivity additions, boration to restore the concentration must be initiated
immediately.

In determining the required combination of boration flow rate and
concentration, no unique design basis accident (DBA) must be satisfied.
The only requirement is to restore the boron concentration to its required
value as soon as possible.. In order to raise the boron concentration as
soon as possible, the operator shall begin boration with the best source
available for plant operations.

Once boration is initiated, it must be continued until the boron
concentration is restored. The restoration time depends on the amount of
boron that must be injected to reach the required concentration.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that the coolant boron concentration in the RCS, the
refueling cavity and the fuel transfer canal is within the COLR limit. The
boron concentration of the coolant in each volume is determined
periodically by chemical analysis.

A minimum Frequency of once every 72 hours is a sufficient interval to
verify the boron concentration. The surveillance interval is based on
operating experience, isolation of unborated water sources in accordance
with LCO 3.9.2, and the availability of the source range neutron flux
monitors required by LCO 3.9.3.

AP1000 B 3.9.1 - 3 Amendment 0
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Battery Parameters
B 3.9.1

BASES

REFERENCES 1. Chapter 15, "Accident Analysis."

2. NS-57.2, ANSI/ANS-57.2-1983, Section 6.4.2.2.3, American Nuclear
Society, American National Standard, "Design Requirements for
Light Water Reactor Spent Fuel Storage Facilities at Nuclear Power
Plants," 1983.

13. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26.
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